
===Log Horizon=== 

From one point of view, the world of Log Horizon is that of the MMO Elder Tales - a game that 

has remained popular worldwide through twenty years and eleven updates... only for the 

twelth update, Homesteading the Noosphere, to somehow drop every online player into the 

game. Here they have the immortal and superhuman bodies of Adventurers - wrapped around 

the psyches of ordinary MMO players. And they're surrounded by NPCs who seem to have a 

pronounced personality upgrade.

From another this is Seldesha, a world that survived one apocalypse only to be faced by another 

when the Alv Princesses caused the World Fraction to avenge their race, summoning un-ending 

waves of demi-human monsters. A second World Fraction brought the inhuman but powerful 

Adventurers to their world - legendary but unsettling beings prone to getting hung up on terrain 

any fool could navigate and awkward to talk to but willing and able to battle monsters for gold 

and other rewards. Now another World Fraction has Adventurers acting as if they're people all 

of a sudden.

Welcome, dear Jumper, to Log Horizon. You'll be staying here for ten years, probably.
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Have 1,000 experienCe Points to start you on your path.

===Background=== 

Drop-In (0cp)

Somehow you just appeared in Seldesha. You're not an Adventurer, but with your powers you 

might be able to pass one. You're not one of the People of the Land, but you share their 

mortality.

+ No memories of this world to confuse you.

- No memories of this world to guide you either.

Lander (50cp)

Welcome to the 99% of the population (monsters not included) who don't generally go on 

adventures or slay monsters - we pay adventurers to do that. However you're not necessarily 

forced to limit yourself to that. You can level up and perhaps become one of the legendary 

heroes in the Orders that defend Seldeshia. Or perhaps you'll play an active part in leading the 

Landers into a new relationship with the Adventurers in this brave new world where you can 

actually have a conversation with them.

+ This is your world and you have a pretty good knowledge of it and how it works.

+ Carry forward the age, gender and (if applicable) race from your last Jump. You don't have a 

Class or Level.

- Not only are you squishy but you can't even level as quickly as Adventurers.

Adventurer (100cp)

You were one of those people who spend hours at a computer playing games in the company of 

other players you've never met or talked to except through game-chat. Now you're in your 
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character's body in what seems to be the world of the game and the perspective is very 

different from what you saw on the screen. The Log-Out and GM Call buttons seem to have 

vanished too!

+ Death is but a feather, for when it happens you're reborn in the Temple of the last City you 

visited. (But only during this Jump)

- People of the Land may have unrealistic expectations that you'll face danger and discomfort in 

exchange for fairly trivial rewards. Also, 'death' leads to loss of memories - including those of 

your previous jumps.

Genius (150cp)

Unknown to pretty much anyone except themselves, alien intelligences have taken over the 

bodies of monsters and unattended adventurers (inactive characters) for their own inscrutable 

purposes. And that's basically what you are, really, isn't it?

+ The same immortality as an Adventurer or Demi-Human

- Everything you know about this world is so out of context that you might as well know 

nothing.

==Age==

Lander: Roll 1d8+15 for your age and carry forward the gender from your last jump. You can pay 

50cp to change age and/or gender to whatever you want.

Adventurers: As above for your life in the 'real world' but you may choose the Age and Gender 

of your character freely at no further cost.

Genius: Pick your Age and Gender freely at no cost.

==Race==

Genius may pick any race below or play any other species of Seldesha, including monsters. 

Other backgrounds roll 1d8 on the table below or pay 50cp to choose freely.

1: Human
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2: Elf

3: Dwarf

4: Werecat

5: Wolf Fang

6: Fox Tail

7: Race of Ritual

8: You may choose freely from the above or take the Half-Alv option.

==Class==

Pick Your Class Freely. These are the classes from the Yamato server. In other parts of Seldeshia 

some classes may vary. Your HP represents a boost to your physical power and resilience while 

your MP represents the improvement to your magical power.

Guardian: High HP, Average MP, Trained in: all Armour Types, Shields, all Non-Magical Melee 

Weapons, Bows

Samurai: High HP, Average MP, Trained in: all Armour Types, all Non-Magical Melee Weapon, 

Bows

Monk: Very High HP, Very Low MP, Trained in: Cloth armor, Bare Fists, Martial Arts weapons, 

throwing weapons

Assassin: Average HP, Average MP, Trained in: Leather & Cloth Armor, all Non-Magical Melee 

and Ranged Weapons

Swashbuckler: High HP, Low MP, Trained in: Chain, Leather & Cloth Armor, Bucklers, One-

handed Melee Weapons, Throwing Weapons

Bard: Average HP, Average MP, Trained in: Leather & Cloth Armor, One-handed Melee 

Weapons, Spears, Musicial Instruments, Bows

Cleric: High HP, High MP, Trained in all Armour Types, Bucklers, Staff, Sword, Magical Devices

Druid: Average HP, Average MP, Trained in: Leather & Cloth Armor, Staff, Spear, Whip, Axe, 

Blunt Weapons, Magical Devices
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Kannagi: Average HP, Average MP, Trained in: Chain & Cloth Armor, Staff, Katana, Magical 

Devices

Sorcerer: Very Low HP, Very High MP, Trained in Cloth armor, Staff, Shortsword, Grimoire, 

Magical Devices

Summoner: Very Low HP, Very High MP, Trained in Cloth armor, Staff, Shortsword, Whip, 

Grimoire, Magical Devices

Enchanter: Very Low HP, Very High MP, Trained in Cloth armor, Staff, Shortsword, Grimoire, 

Magical Devices

==Level==

Unless otherwise specified by your perks or drawbacks you choose your starting level freely 

between level 31 and level 90. There's no benefit for choosing a level below 90 unless you take 

a drawback associated with it. This applies to Adventurers, Landers and Geniuses alike.

===LocaKon=== 

Roll 1d8 to see where you start.

1: Akiba. The largest Adventurer city. Its position corresponds to Akihabara in the real world, 

has a population of 15,000 players after the Catastrophe. Hometown of Shiroe and the rest of 

Log Horizon.

2: Minami. The second largest city for Adventurers corresponds to Osaka's location. Shortly 

Nureha will be forming Plant Hwyaden to dominate the city's Adventurers.

3: Susukino. Located on Hokkaido in the place of Sapporo, this walled fortress falls into despair 

under the regieme of Demikas and his Brigands Guild.

4: Nakasu. Far to the south of Maihama, on Kyushu, this city would be the first conquest of 

Plant Hwayden outside the Holy Empire of Westelande.

5: Maihama. The most powerful of the city-states of that make up the League of Free Eastern 
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Cities, Maihama is home to Duke Sergead and his family and quite near to Akiba.

6: Seven Hills. An ancient Alvish capital on the site of Rome which becomes a gathering point for 

Adventurers after the Catastrophe.

7: Big Apple. Located near New York, this city loses order after the Catastophe following the 

6.01 Food Riots. A violent and dangerous place.

8: Free Choice. Anywhere in Seldesha, including the Moon! Pick for yourself!

===Perks=== 

Tanks for Breaking the Mood: -100cp (discount Drop-In) - You can always be relied on to have a 

ready joke to keep spirits up or inappropriate remark to break up a bad mood. It might be at 

your own expense sometimes but taking one for the team isn't just for combat.

Strategist: -300cp (discount Drop-In) - You have a ready knack for coming up with schemes to 

solve problems. In a minute's contemplation you'll have a dozen plans thought up, dismiss half 

as impractical and rank the others in order of chances to succeed. You need something to work 

with though which may involve multi-stage plans. "If we even had a wheelbarrow..."

Broad-base of skills: -600cp (discount Drop-In) - While Adventurers and Landers should be 

restricted to only a single sub-class at a time, for some reason this doesn't apply to you. You can 

practise the skills of all your sub-classes (or equivalent training) without having to switch 

between them.

Hardened: -100cp (free Lander) - Seldesha can be a dangerous place and unlike most 

Adventurers, you've a healthy appreciation of the risks you're getting into and the grit to face 

them nonetheless.

Nobility: -300cp (discount Lander) - While you hold no specific title or responsibility, you're 

acknowledged as part of the noble class of your region. This grants you a degree of deference 

from the less elevated as well as the support of a wealthy family. You can claim the courtesy 
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title of 'Lord' and may be a Knight.

Royalty: -600cp (discount Lander) - You rule over a major city or region - one of the Eastal Cities, 

or perhaps a whole city of Adventurers. Your power is impressive, but so are your 

responsibilities and while you don't directly own the resources of your domain you can mobilise 

them in an emergency. As an additional benefit, in future jumps you'll automatically be 

considered of regal bearing and demeanor, a 'natural leader' and assumed to be well-born 

barring strong evidence to the contrary.

Subclass Specialist: -100cp (free Adventurer) - You have practical experience in the skills 

provided by your subclass. This makes production subclasses highly useful, for example you can 

use the Chef subclass to cook tasty food.

Major Guild Leader: -300cp (discount Adventurer) - Hundreds of players have banded around 

you in this crisis. Maybe you had a large guild before or maybe it's swollen with newcomers 

after the Catastrophe. Either way, you have a responsibility for them but also access to the 

resources and power of hundreds of Adventurers.

Hero of Legend: -600cp (discount Adventurer) - For better or for worse your reputation has 

become widespread. Now everyone knows something you've done and your name may open 

doors that would otherwise remain closed. It might be for a personal trait like beauty, a 

legendary feat like completing a famously hard dungeon or perhaps simply by association like 

being part of the Debauchery Tea Party.

Hidden Lore of the Land: -100cp (free Genius) - You know of dungeons and secrets of Seldesha's 

backstory not widely known by Landers or Adventurers.

Overskill: -300cp (discount Genius) - By combining your class skills and gear in ways not possible 

when Elder Tales was an MMO you've developed a unique and useful new capability.

Over 90!: -600cp (discount Genius) - Until the Catastrophe Adventurers were limited to Level 90 
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at most, with only the handful of Ancestors among the Landers and Dungeon Boss Monsters 

exceeding this limit. Now it's possible for Adventurers to rise as high as Level 100. For whatever 

reason, you're operating with a Level close to this.

===Items=== 

Sinister Spectacles: -50cp (free with Strategist) - a pair of spectacles that glitter, hiding your 

eyes when you have a cunning and perhaps malevolant plan. Very intimidating, particularly if 

when you adjust them just so.

Gold: -50cp (1st purchase free for Adventurer, 2 purchases free for Genius) - you've bags and 

bags of gold either on hand or in the Bank. 50,000 gold coins per purchase of this Item.

Companion: -50cp - You've an friend, aide or maid to help you. For an extra -50cp you can bring 

them with you for future jumps or import an existing companion for this jump.

Summoning Whistle (Horse): -100cp - A whistle that when blown summons a horse to your side. 

You can ride the horse for four hours before it departs.

Cat Fairy Boots: -150cp - Click the heels of these sturdy and supple long boots and a small cat 

fairy will appear to carry your burdens for the next few hours.

Bag of Holding: -150cp - Although it seems like only a small knapsack, this bag will hold up to 

200 kilos of your possessions without increasing in weight or bulk at all.

Summoning Whistle (Fantastic Mount): -200cp - A whistle that summons a single fantastic beast 

(e.g. a Gryphon, a Sandworm, a Tyranosaurus Rex) for you to ride for four hours. Decide what 

you want to summon when buying the whistle. The summoned creature won't fight for you but 
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you can fight from its back.

Phantasmal Weapon: -200cp (discount Over 90!, Hero of Legend) - Obtainable only from 

completing a full raid dungeon or above, not only is this a powerful magical weapon, it's also a 

statement that you've been there and done that (or were able to spend the obscene amount of 

gold needed to buy it from someone who has).

Phantasmal Armour: -200cp (discount Over 90!, Hero of Legend) - Armour (or a shield) that was 

the reward from conquering a raid or legion dungeon. Strikingly decorative and fittingly 

powerful to be equipped by the greatest of heroes.

Form a Party: -300cp - You may import up to five companions with each gaining 300cp to spend 

on Backgrounds, Perks and Items.

===Drawbacks=== 

Not enough CP? Well, that's understandable. How about taking some drawbacks? You can take 

any two in exchange for additonal experienCe Points.

Friend-zoned: +100 (Adventurer Only) - Another Adventurer has put you on their friends list and 

can therefore message you at will, not to mention track you in any public zone. And this isn't a 

real friend - no, this is an Adventurer you'd rather you never saw again!

Anti-Social: +100 - You just don't get on with people well. In a social setting - a party, a 

conference or just meeting someone face-to-face for the first time - you're awkward, ill-at-ease 

and likely to bolt for somewhere private given half an excuse. It's surprisingly common among 

Adventurers.
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Bad Reputation: +200cp - Maybe you were a PKer or maybe the local Lander rulers have a price 

on your head. Just taking a monstrous body can do this for a Genius. Everyone who keeps 

informed 'knows' what you did and isn't going to extend any goodwill unless you make a serious 

effort to overcome it. Whether or not you're actually guilty is up to you.

Scrub: +200cp (+400cp for Landers), (Not Compatible with Over 90!) - You're only level 30 or 

below. Maybe you're a beginner, or were using a low level alt-character. Perhaps you're a 

Lander who simply hasn't hadn a chance to advance much. As a result many monsters will be far 

too dangerous for you to face without help and higher-level players can push you around more 

or less at will.

Discordant Body (Adventurer Only): +300cp - Your body in the 'real world' and your body here 

in Seldesha are drastically different in height, shape and possibly gender (in the latter case your 

voice is very obviously wrong for your apparent gender). You'll be dramatically and drastically 

clumsy and shouldn't even consider going into combat until you get used to your new body or 

somehow get an appearance alteration potion (good luck, they're consumables from a one-off 

event years ago).

===AMerwards=== 

All drawbacks are removed (if you hadn't already worked them off) and all perks and items 

retained. If you lost memories though, they're lost forever. If you Drop-In on your next jump 

you'll retain your race from this one. Otherwise it's over-written but you can 'log-in' and resume 

it at will. The immortality of a Genius or Adventurer doesn't apply once you leave Seldesha.

==In reality, it already hit me==

This has been fun but you're feeling homesick. Time to end these jumps and go home with all 

the treasures you've won.
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==Living In the Database==

This is a brave new world that still has many places to explore. No need to go anywhere, 

Seldesha will be your new home!

==Heading for Places We've Never Seen Before==

Bring it on, Jumper-chan! Where to next?
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